Abstract-Video streaming is anticipated to be a key application of broadband wireless access networks such as WiMAX. This paper proposes a combination of data-partitioning of compressed video information and rateless channel coding to ensure effective video transport. A counter-intuitive result is that comparatively improved objective video quality occurs even though privileged application-layer forward error correction is not given to high priority data. Instead a flat channel coding is used across the data partitions. The scheme results in a lower number of dropped packets at the transmitter buffer and/or a reduced number of packets corrupted by channel noise compared to simple slicing or no frame slicing at all. Larger-sized IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) Time Division Duplex frames are found to reduce the number of packets dropped through traffic congestion.
INTRODUCTION
IEEE 802.16e (mobile WiMAX) [1] provides broadband wireless access independently of a pre-existing cellular system, is not dependent on hardware authentication, can deliver data in a cost-effective way at 3-4 times the rate of 3G cellular systems, and is currently deployed, rather than in development. Its main technological weakness may be that it uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) for both the uplink and downlink transmission, rather than OFDMA for the downlink and Single Carrier-Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA), which confers power saving advantages on Long Term Evolution (LTE) [2] . WiMAX is suited to provide dedicated multimedia services, with existing services [3] in Brazil and Korea (as WiBro is now harmonized with WiMAX). In countries such as Mexico with large rural areas it is no being widely installed.
In this paper, we develop an effective video streaming system for WiMAX that provides error resilience through data partitioning [4] and which works in this paper without the need to apply privileged protection to the high-priority partitions. This is achieved in the H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding) codec [5] by setting the quantization parameter (QP) in such a way that lower-priority texture data that can be replaced more easily at the decoder through error concealment occupies a larger part of a frame's data. Consequently, when packetized in a WiMAX MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU) within a MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) [6] it is more likely to suffer error than MSDUs bearing data from other partitions. In contrast to our counter-intuitive approach, the intuitive approach is to give special protection to the A-partition, which for predictivelycode frames includes motion vectors as well as other settings. The B-partition bearing intra-coded data may also be given special protection. For example, in [7] hierarchical modulation was employed to favor those partitions with more important data for the reconstruction of the video frame. For example, Apartition motion vectors are used in motion copy error concealment when C-partition data is lost and therefore the intuitive approach is to protect the A-partition.
However, though no special protection is given, it is still necessary to protect the bit-stream (without privileging the Aand B-partitions) against the risk of packet loss, which was achieved through equal error protection using channel coding. Application-layer rateless coding [8] was selected for its flexibility and its linear computational complexity at both the decoder and the encoder. To avoid long latencies, which would occur if packet-level forward error correction (FEC) were to be applied, redundant data was added to packets themselves, treating the bytes within each packet as the data symbols. Again to reduce latency, a single Automatic Repeat request (ARQ) was made if the available data were insufficient to reconstruct a corrupted packet. Configuration of the WiMAX Time Division Duplex (TDD) frame size is also important as this size governs the service time given to each service queue (assuming video is allocated to the real-time Polling Service (rtPS) class of service).
The following Section now relates the context of the scheme before the paper goes on to develop the simulation model and evaluate the proposal in Section III. Section IV concludes the paper with a discussion of the implications and suggests further research.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Data partitioning
The H.264/AVC codec conceptually separates the Video Coding Layer (VCL) from the Network Abstraction Layer (NAL). The VCL specifies the core compression features, while the NAL supports delivery over various types of network. In a communication channel the quality of service is affected by the two parameters of bandwidth and the probability of error. Therefore, as well as video compression efficiency, which is provided for through the VCL layer, adaptation to communication channels should be carefully considered. The concept of the NAL, together with the error resilience features in H.264, allows communication over a variety of different channels. Table I is a summarized list of different NAL unit types. NAL units 1 to 5 contain different VCL data that will be described later. NAL units 6 to 12 are non-VCL units containing additional information such as parameter sets and supplemental information.
In the H.264/AVC codec, each frame can be divided into several slices; each of which contains a flexible number of MBs. Variable Length Coding (VLC) that is entropic coding of the compressed data takes place as the final stage of the hybrid codec. In H.264/AVC arithmetic coding replaced other forms of entropic coding in earlier codecs. In each slice, the arithmetic coder is aligned and its predictions are reset. Hence, every slice in the frame is independently decodable. Therefore, they can be considered as resynchronization points that prevent error propagation to the entire picture. Each slice is placed within a separate NAL unit (see Table I ). The slices of an Instantaneous Decoder Refresh-(IDR-) 1 or I-picture (i.e. a picture with all intra slices) are located in type 5 NAL units, while those belonging to a non-IDR or I-picture (P-or Bpictures) are placed in NAL units of type 1, and in types 2 to 4 when Data Partitioning (DP) mode is active, as now explained.
In type 1 and type 5 NALs, MB addresses, motion vectors and the transform coefficients of the blocks, are packed into the packet, in the order as they are generated by the encoder. In Type 5, all parts of the compressed bitstream are equally important, while in type 1, the MB addresses and motion vectors are much more important than the (integer) Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients. In the event of errors in this type of packet, the fact that symbols appearing earlier in the bit-stream suffer less from errors than those which come later 2 means that bringing the more important parts of the video data (such as headers and motion vectors (MVs)) ahead of the less important data or separating the more important data altogether for better protection against errors can significantly standards. An I-picture in H.264 allows predictive references beyond the boundary of a GOP. 2 Because of the cumulative effect of VLC, symbols nearer the slice synchronisation marker suffer less from errors than those that appear later in a bitstream.
reduce channel errors. In the standard video codecs, this is known as data partitioning (DP).
However, in H.264/AVC when DP is enabled, every slice is divided into three separate partitions and each partition is located in either of type 2 to type-4 NAL units, as listed in Table I . NAL unit of type 2, also known as partition A, comprises the most important information of the compressed video bit stream of P-and B-pictures, including the MB addresses, motion vectors and essential headers. If any MBs in these pictures are intra-coded, their DCT coefficients are packed into the type-3 NAL unit, also known as partition B. Type 4 NAL, also known as partition C, carries the DCT coefficients of the motion-compensated inter-picture coded MBs. Fig. 1 is a comparison between the relative sizes of the partitions according to QP for two diverse reference video clips. In H.264/AVC the QP range is from 0 to 51, with a low QP representing high quality. The Paris sequence is a studio scene with two head and shoulders images of presenters. The background is of high spatial complexity but there is moderate motion. In contrast, 'Stefan' is a tennis-playing sequence representing rapid motion, and thus high temporal coding complexity. Both clips were encoded at Common Intermediate Format (CIF) (352 288 pixel/frame), with a Group of Picture (GOP) structure of IPPP….. at 30 Hz. Experiments not shown indicate that including B-Pictures, with a GOP structure of IPBP (sending order) … and intra-refresh rate of 15, did not noticeably disturb this pattern.
Clearly the relatively small size of the A-and B-partitions is a potential advantage at high QPs but this comes at a cost of a high bitrate. Conversely, at the low quality end of the QP range, (say) QP = 40, if no protection is afforded A partition NALs, then they become relatively vulnerable to packet loss by virtue of their relatively increased length. From Fig. 2 , setting the QP value at the high end of the range results in unacceptable video quality even for mobile applications (PSNR below 25 dB). However, video quality at the high-end is above 40 dB, which for many purposes at CIF resolution is unnecessary.
B. Rateless coding
Rateless coding is ideally suited [9] to a binary erasure channel in which either the error-correcting code works or the channel decoder fails and reports that it has failed. In erasure coding, all is not lost as flawed data symbols may be reconstructed from a set of successfully received symbols (if sufficient of these symbols are successfully received). A fixedrate (n, k) Reed-Solomon (RS) erasure code over an alphabet of size q = 2 L has the property that if any k out of the n symbols transmitted are received successfully then the original k symbols can be decoded. However, for RS coding not only must n, k, and q be small but also the computational complexity of the decoder is of order n(n k) log 2 n. The erasure rate must also be estimated in advance.
The class of Fountain codes [9] allows a continual stream of additional symbols to be generated in the event that the original symbols could not be decoded. It is the ability to easily generate new symbols that makes Fountain codes rateless. Decoding will succeed with small probability of failure if any of k (1 + ) symbols are successfully received. In its simplest form, the symbols are combined in an exclusive OR (XOR) operation according to the order specified by a random low density generator matrix and in this case, the probability of decoder failure is = 2 k , which for large k approaches the Shannon limit. The random sequence must be known to the receiver but this is easily achieved through knowledge of the sequence seed.
Luby Transform (LT) codes [10] reduce the complexity of decoding a simple Fountain code (which is of order k 3 ) by means of an iterative decoding procedure, provided that the column entries of the generator matrix are selected from a robust Soliton distribution. In the LT generator matrix case, the expected number of degree one combinations (no XORing of symbols) is S = c log e (k/ ) k, for small constant c. Setting = 2 log e (S/ ) S ensures that by sending k(1 + ) symbols these are decoded with probability (1 ) and decoding complexity of order k log e k. Notice that essential differences between Fountain erasure codes and RS erasure codes are that: Fountain codes in general (not Raptor codes [11] ) are not systematic; and that even if there were no channel errors there is a very small probability that the decoding will fail. In compensation, they are completely flexible, have linear decode computational complexity, and generally their overhead is considerably reduced compared to fixed erasure codes.
Furthermore, if the packets are pre-encoded with an inner code, a weakened LT transform can be applied to the symbols and their redundant symbols. The advantage of this Raptor code [11] is a decoding complexity that is linear in k. A systematic Raptor code is arrived at [11] by first applying the inverse of the inner code to the first k symbols before the outer pre-coding step.
In order to model Raptor coding, we employed the following statistical model [12] : In the experiments reported in this paper, the percentage redundancy for the Raptor code was set to 10% similarly to the usage in [13] for video streaming. The symbol size was set to bytes within a packet. Clearly, if instead 200 packets are accumulated before the rateless decoder can be applied (or at least equation (1) is relevant) there is a penalty in start-up delay for the video streaming and a cost in providing sufficient buffering.
A corrupt packet can be detected by the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) that is an optional part of the MPDU (WiMAX packet), refer to Fig. 3 . Though this CRC also applies to the 4-byte MAC header, it does indicate the likelihood that a packet's payload is corrupt. Then, through measurement of channel conditions, an estimate of the number of symbols successfully received is made, giving a value m'. This implies from (1) that if less than k symbols (bytes) in the payload are successfully received then k-m'+1 redundant bytes can be sent to reduce the risk of failure to below 50%. Clearly, it is possible to tune the failure risk by simply including more bytes. However, in this paper we confine repeat transmissions of redundant bytes to a minimal amount. To reduce latency, the number of retransmissions, after an ARQ over the uplink, is limited to one. In Fig. 4 , packet X is corrupted to such an extent that it cannot be reconstructed. Therefore, in packet X+1 some extra redundant data is included up to the level that its failure is no longer certain.
WiMAX already specifies [14] that a SS should provide channel measurements that can form a basis for channel quality estimates. These are either Received Signal Strength Indicators or may be Carrier-to-Noise-and Interference Ratio measurements made over modulated carrier preambles.
III. SIMULATION MODEL
A. Channel model
To establish the behavior of rateless coding under WiMAX the well-known ns-2 simulator was augmented with a module [15] that has proved an effective way of modeling IEEE 802.16e's behavior. We also introduced a two-state GilbertElliott channel model [16] in the physical layer of the simulation to simulate the channel model for WiMAX. The PGG (probability of being in a good state) was set to 0.95, PBB (probability of being in a bad state) = 0.96, PG (probability of losses in a good state) = 0.02 and PB (probability of losses in a bad state) = 0.165 for the Gilbert and Elliott parameters in Section IV. As an illustration of the effect, the PB was increased by 0.03 until 0.3. Four different 30 frame/s (Hz) video data-partitioning traces with Common Intermediate Format (CIF) spatial resolution of 352 288 pixel/frame were utilized. The packet loss percentage was calculated to find the relationship between the lost packets and PB. From Fig. 5 , it is apparent that as much as the PB is increased the packet loss percentage is increased, as might be expected.
However, because of the different coding complexities and types of complexity (spatial and temporal) the effect on video quality will be different WiMAX configuration.
The physical layer (PHY) settings selected for WiMAX simulation are given in Table II . The antenna was modeled for comparison purposes as a half-wavelength dipole. The TDD frame length was varied in experiments, because, as mentioned in Section 1, it has an important effect on the service rate at an SS. Video was transmitted over the downlink with UDP transport. In order to introduce sources of traffic congestion, an always available FTP source was introduced with TCP transport to the SS. Likewise a CBR source with packet size of 1000 B and inter-packet gap of 0.03 s was downloaded to the SS. While the CBR and FTP occupy the non-rtPS queue, rather than the rtPS queue, they still contribute to packet drops in the rtPS queue for the video, if too many video packets occupy the 50 packet buffer, while the nrtPS queue is being serviced.
B. Video configuration
The Paris sequence, mentioned in Section II.A was employed for the WiMAX downlink tests. Paris with 1064 CIF frames was Variable Bit Rate (VBR) encoded at 15 Hz. This frame rate is typical of display rates on mobile devies. As a GOP structure of IPPP.... was employed it is necessary to protect against error propagation in the event of intra-coded Pframe slices being lost. Gradual Decoder Refresh (GDR) from H.264/AVC inserts 25% inter-coded macroblocks (randomly placed) to act as anchor points in the event of slice loss. The advantage of the GOP configuration is that it allows H.264/AVC's baseline profile to operate with reduced codec complexity due to the absence of bi-predictive B-frames. At the decoder, motion copy error concealment was set, allowing the motion vectors contained in A-partition packets to indicate suitable replacement macroblocks within the last correctly received slice. The JM 14.2 version of the codec software was employed with the Evalvid environment used to reconstruct sequences according to reported packet loss from the simulator.
IV. EVALUATION
Two types of erroneous packets were considered: 1) packet drops at the BS sender buffer and 2) corrupted packets that were received but affected by Gilbert-Elliott channel noise. If the packet could not be reconstructed as there was insufficient data, an ARQ request was made. Conversley, if there was some redundant data present then equation (1) determined if this data was sufficient to recover the packet.
Tests first checked whether partitioning a frame into three was responsible for the gain from data-partitioning or whether the gain actually arose from the prioritized segregation of the information when using DP. The comparison was made across QP and across WiMAX TDD frame sizes. Therefore, in the non-data-partitioning (non-DP) sliced tests, an encoded frame was geometrically divided into three equal-sized horizontal slices (simple slicing).
Comparing Tables III and IV, it is apparent that geometric slicing has an advantage in the number of dropped packets for high quality video (QP = 10). Otherwise, data-partitioning is preferable, because the relatively fewer A-partition packets corrupted allows better quality decoder reconstructions. The small fluctuations in the number of geometrically-sliced corrupted packets makes little difference to the objective video quality for QPs higher than 10. One can conclude that more Cpartition packets than A-and B-packets are corrupted, leading to the superior quality of the data-partioned solution, even though no special protection is given to A-and B-partition packets. Detailed analysis not reported herein for reasons fo space confirmed that C-partions were indeed much more likely to be corrupted.
Turning to variation in WiMAX TDD frame size, a larger frame size is likely to reduce the number of dropped packets at the BS buffer. However, though commercial settings are difficult to establish it could be that a low TDD frame size as small as 5 ms could be common, which is unfortunate if realtime video transport is involved.
A further comparison was made with the effect of not employing data-partitioning or slicing. In other words, the encoded video was configured with one slice per frame. If the single slice was larger than the maximum packet size of 1024 B then it was segmented at the network level. This also could occur with data-patititioning or slicing but is less likely as both these options result slices smaller than the maximum packet size.
From Table V , it is apparent that effectively increasing the packet size leads at low QP to huge numbers of dropped packets. This is because a lower QP setting leads to larger slices emerging from the encoder. The effect of the high number of dropped packets is that the decoder was unable to decode the video when multiple successive packets were dropped. As the percentage of corrupted packets was also over 10% in many tests, the objective video quality was lower than when data-partioning was employed. This was the case even though rateless channel coding was used to protect the single slice video data. Though other tests were performed to check the performance of data-partitioned packetization without Raptor code, the high loss rate of A-partition packets prevented the decoder reconstructing the video. The packet end-to-end delay was also measured. The delay for the data-partitioning scheme in Table VI tends to reduce with lower packet size and higher QP. There is also a reduction in latency with larger TDD frame size. The first effect is the result of on average longer transmission times, while the latter effect can be explained by reduced queueing times. For the single slice per frame option this pattern of delay was repeated but the latency increased as a result of the larger packets. 'Simple slicing' does not follow this pattern because there are no larger packets to weigh the delay averages upwards. However, it is unclear why there is little dependency on QP and, hence, slice size and why queuing appears to increase with larger TDD frame size, except that jitter within the video stream tends to be reduced. For the sliced schemes (data-partitioning and simple slicing) end-to-end delay is generally below 30 ms (except for the highest quality video transported with data-partitioning). Therefore, for these sliced schemes jitter buffers at the SS can be small. V. CONCLUSIONS
In the proposed scheme for WiMAX downlink video streaming, the compressed video bitstream is partitioned according to the information's importance to the decoding process. It was found that, provided rateless coding is used, data-partitioning gains over simple geometric slicing or no slicing within a frame. This is because more C-partition packets tend to be lost because of their larger size, while the preservation of A-and B-partition slices still allows reconstruction through motion error concealment at the decoder.
